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Article 9

P lace & P laces in O klahoma:
T he East, The W est, and T he Panhandle
by A lvena Bieri

very long has heard of Gotebo. I know I have because I
grew up in the metropolis of Hobart, a few miles west

Named for a m inor Kiowa chief, G otebo is the ,
Oklahoma symbol for small and out-of-the-way. So in
Oklahoma we hear “O U and O SU get a variety of stu
dents, many from high schools in Tulsa and Oklahoma
City and occasionally somebody from— Gotebo,’ or
“O ur station’s T.V. coverage is geared to urban areas, but
we probably have viewers in places, oh, like— Gotebo.
Out-of-the-way-ness is relative, o f course. Do you
know where people in Gotebo go for a good time? They
go to Hobart. And the people from Hobart go to Altus

or Clinton. And the people from there go to Oklahoma \
City. Where they go, I’m not sure. As somebody who
grew up believing Stillwater was a cosmopolitan city,
A resident of Santa Fe, New Mexico tried to call
home from New York City with the help of the operator.

/

y i—a anything much bigger than Oklahoma City
**
stretches my bright-lights, urbanized-excite
ment fantasies to their limits.

“Hold on,” the operator said, “it’s going to take a little

Oklahoma is at least three different

longer to place a call outside the United States.” Yep,

'places. It’s a state with real-life divisions—

that’s what she said. I’m big on knowing not just where

eastern, western, and the panhandle. Some

places are, but on having a real sense of Place. I think we

say Interstate 35 is the dividing line between

need to know where we came from, where our grand

east and west. Others say it’s really Highway

parents came from, and something about our old home

81, roughly the route of the old Chisholm

town, even if we don’t go back there much anymore
except in memory.
In Oklahoma, like everywhere else in the universe,

Trail.
Differences between east and
west abound.

Eastern Oklahoma was

places are all different. T hat’s what gives them spunk,

Indian Territory, southern in outlook,

spark, and “local color” as the literary people used to put

1culture, and sympathies, despite the bad

it. Size is important. Everyone who’s lived in Oklahoma

experiences of The Five Civilized Tribes
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might want to come in to keep from freezing to death.
We were away at times and came back to find people in
with being driven out of the South. Western Oklahoma,

our house we’d never seen before.” The same people

Oklahoma Territory, was more midwestern in back

who were generous with their homes didn’t trust banks.

ground.

Eastern O klahom a is wet and wooded.

They said they’d rather carry their cash on them or bury

Western Oklahoma is flatter and drier. The differences

it under tamarack bushes by the creek than put it in a

between Muskogee and Enid sum it up. Muskogee in

bank account.

the east is trees, azaleas, a rich Indian heritage, and

Some people think there’s a kind o f subtle upstate-

Democratic politics. Enid in the west is wheat, cattle, an

downstate rivalry that goes on, based on the fact that the

air force base, and Republicans.

panhandle is so far from the center of the state that it’s

Maybe oversimpli

fied— but still it rings true.

left out of things.

I wouldn’t call it rivalry exactly

In that far upstate area where the wind blows so

because the sad truth is that the differences o f place

steadily that all the trees are slanted permanently north

between the panhandle and the rest o f Oklahoma are so

ward, those Oklahomans have a real sense of place all

great that downstaters hardly know the panhandle exists.

right. They used to get mad when mapmakers cut the

Oklahoma has just about everything— hills, m oun

panhandle off the Oklahoma map and put it at the bot

tains, lakes, badlands, far-flung plains, big cities, tiny

tom of the page. “Your area just doesn’t fit in very well.

towns like Gotebo. In this place we call home there are

You’re closer to Denver than Oklahoma City,” the map-

places enough for everybody.

makers might have said. And in history, it was true. The
panhandle was an orphan for a long time, till it was
taken unto Oklahoma Territory in 1890.
Panhandle old-timers have a memory of being a sort
of law unto themselves, independent as could be, and
tough. You’d have to be tough to live through the dust
“rollers” of the 1930s and to can and eat green tumble
weeds. Nancy Leonard of Beaver and Oklahoma City
went around interviewing as many Panhandle old people
as she could find here a few years ago. They harbored a
strange mix of trust and mistrust toward the world. Way
back in the early years of this century many thought it
was almost sinful to lock your door when away from
home. One man said to Leonard, “It was the rule of the
country that no matter who came along, why, they were
welcome to stay all night and be fed. Oh, it was dis
graceful to have your house locked. Somebody might
need to get something to eat or if it was bad weather,
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